CULTURAL STUDIES
Bataille, Georges (1985). Visions of Excess: Selected Writing, 19271939.
University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis. Collection of short pieces by the French
surrealist Bataille.
Benstock, Shari (1986). Women of the Left Bank: Paris, 19001940. University
of Texas Press: Austin. An exploration of the lives and works of two dozen American,
English, and French women, whose talent helped shape the Paris expatriate
experience in last century's early years.
Betsko, Kathleen & Koening, Rachel (1987). Interviews with Contemporary
Women Playwrights. Beech Tree Books: New York. Interviews with 30 playwrights,
and some subject access through index.
Bohdan, Szuchewycz & Stoniowski, Jeanette (1999). Canadian Communications:
Issues in Contemporary Media and Culture. Prentice Hall, Allyn and Bacon:
Toronto, Canada. Collection of writings on cultural and communication issues in
Canada.
Bremmer, Jan (Ed.) (1989). From Sappho to de Sade: Moments in the History
of Sexuality. Routledge: New York. Interdisciplinary collection of writings on the
history of sexuality.
Cardinal, Marie (1992). The Words To Say It. (Translator: Pat Goodheart). Van
Vactor and Goodheart: Cambridge. In this autobiographical novelization of a seven
year psychoanalysis the protagonist recounts the life story that led to psychosomatic
symptoms, and the medical and psychiatric story that led to her analysis. Her early
relationships, particularly with her mother, her life in French Algeria in the 1930's to
1950's, and her adult relationships as wife and mother, are told through the
associative processes of psychoanalysis as the protagonist grows into a healthy,
fulfilled woman and writer.
Cixous, Hélène (1990). Reading with Clarice Lispector. University of Minnesota
Press: Minneapolis. The foremost French feminist literary critic pays homage to the
premiere Latin American woman prose writer of this century.
Eagleton, Terry (1983). Literary Theory: An Introduction. University of Minnesota
Press: Minneapolis. Eagleton's explicit mission with this volume is to make literary
theory more accessible. He uses a grand narrative form to tell the story of literary
theory, concentrating mainly on the 20th century.
Edgar, Andrew & Sedgwick, Peter (Eds.) (1999). Key Concepts in Cultural Theory.
New York: Routledge. Introduction to the essential terms, theories and major
concerns of in cultural studies. Covers topics such as: Deconstruction, Epistemology,
Feminism, Hermeneutics, Holism, Methodology, Postmodernism, Semiotics,
Sociobiology, and many more. Also includes bibliography of essential texts in cultural
theory.

Ehrenreich, Barbara (1990). The Worst Years of Our Lives: irreverent notes
from a decade of greed. Harper: New York. Political commentary and satire on the
politics and government in the U.S. during the 1980's.
Foster, Patricia (Ed.) (1994). Minding the Body. Anchor: New York. Feminist
collection of writings on the objectification of women's bodies.
Gay, Peter (1986). The Tender Passion: The Bourgeois Experience: Victoria to
Freud. Oxford University Press: New York. Historical investigation of sexuality
focusing on the bourgeois experience and consciousness in the nineteenth century.
Hall, Stuart (Ed.) (1997). Representation: Cultural Representations and
Signifying Practices. Sage Publications: London. This text offers a comprehensive
treatment of how visual images, language and discourse work as "systems of
representation". It discusses contested critical questions of meaning, truth,
knowledge and power in representation.
Jordan, Glenn and Weedon, Chris (1995). Cultural Politics: Class, Gender, Race
and the Postmodern World. Blackwell Publishers: Cambridge. This text looks at
the role of culture in reproducing and contesting social relations of class, gender and
race. It focuses on relationships between culture, subjectivity, and power.
Minhha, Trinh (1991). When the Moon Waxes Red: Representation, Gender
and Cultural Politics. Routledge: New York. In this collection of essays on Third
World art and culture, Trinh Minhha offers challenges to Western regimes of
knowledge. Trinh examines Asian and African texts, the theories of Barthes,
questions of spectatorship, the enigmas of art, and the perils of anthropology. This
book is an extended argument against reductive analyses. The author makes a case
for multicultural revision of knowledge so that a new politics can transform reality
rather than merely ideologize it.
Morley, David and Chen, KuanHsing (1996). Stuart Hall: Critical Dialogues in
Cultural Studies. Routledge: London. A collection of writings by and about Stuart
Hall.
Szuchewycz, Bohdan and Sloniowski, Jeannette (Eds.) (1999). Canadian
Communications: Issues in Contemporary Media and Culture. Prentice Hall
Allyn and Bacon: Scarborough, Canada. This text is a collection of chapters
discussing issues in contemporary media and culture.
Thibault (1991). Semiotics as Social Praxis. University of Minnesota: Minneapolis.
Focusing on Nabokov's Ada, the author rescues semiotics from terminal formalism by
developing a conception of social semiotics that is a form of both social action and
political praxis.

DEVIANCE
Douglas, Jack D. (1973). The Social Meanings of Suicide. Princeton University
Press: New Jersey. This book challenges other works on the issue of suicide.
Goldwin, Robert A. (1970). On Civil Disobedience: American Essays Old and
New. Rand McNally & Company: Chicago. This book includes selections on the
controversy of civil disobedience. The book presents the controversy generated by
this issue as the contributors disagree about the nature of law and the obligation to
obey it.
Pope, Whitney (1976). Durkheim's Suicide: A Classic Analyzed. The University of
Chicago Press: Chicago and London. A commentary on Durkheim's original Suicide.
Wallace, Samuel E. (1973). After Suicide. John Wiley & Sons: New York. A
commentary on Durkheim's Suicide and a related study on the issue of suicide.

DISSERTATION GUIDES
Glatthorn, Allan A. (1998). Writing the Winning Dissertation. Sage: London. An
experiencebased, stepbystep, practical guide to planning, writing, and presenting
a dissertation or thesis. Glatthorn shows how to find a research topic and lay the
proper groundwork; develop a highquality proposal and defend it successfully; do
research, collect ideas, and write the paper; defend and (if appropriate) publish
work; and solve work or committeerelated problems that may come up along the
way.
Locke, Lawrence, Spiretuso, Waneen & Silverman, S. (1993). Proposals That
Work: A Guide for Planning Dissertations and Grant Proposals. Sage: London.
This guide to writing research proposals denotes how to plan research and how to
communicate those plans effectively. A major section is devoted to specimen
proposals with critiques of each.
Madsen, David (1983). Successful Dissertations and Theses. JosseyBass: San
Francisco. The information contained in this book anticipates and answers many of
the questions that students have about the dissertation process, from proposal to
completion.
Newton, R. & Rudestram, R. (1992). Surviving Your Dissertation: A Complete
Guide to Content and Process. Sage: London. The authors offer expert advice on
the entire dissertation process. The text provides guidance on ways to improve
writing, identify writing style, and deal with emotional blocks.
Piantanida, M. & Garman, N. (1996). The Qualitative Dissertation. Corwin Press:
London. A comprehensive guide to, and demystification of, the entire qualitative
dissertation process.

EDUCATION
Acker, Sandra (1994). Gendered Education. OISE: Toronto. The author explores
fundamental themes in the study of women and education. Acker addresses
inequities in the sociology of education, the careers of women teachers and the
experiences of women academics.
Aisenberg, N. & Harrington, M. (1998). Women of Academe. University of
Minnesota Press: Minneapolis. Drawing on more than sixty interviews, this book
examines women's struggle to gain authority in the academic profession and to use
that authority to change conventional practices.
Ball, Stephen J. (Ed.) (1990). Foucault and Education: Disciplines and
Knowledge. Routledge: London. An edited collection of papers using and applying
Foucauldian concepts in educational settings.
Blackmore, Jill, & Kenway, Jane (Eds.) (1993). Gender matters in educational
administration and policy: A feminist introduction. Falmer Press: London.
Collection of feminist perspectives on educational administration and policy. This text
demonstrates the manner in which a range of feminist perspectives enhance the field
of education with regard to theory, research and practice.
Bogdan, Robert C. & Beklen, Sovi Knopp (1982). Qualitative Research for
Education: An Introduction to Theory and Methods. Allyn and Bacon: Boston.
Starting with attempts to define both qualitative research and semiotics in ways that
can inform both disciplines, this text maps a series of crossroads that define the
past, present, and hopefully the future of the field.
Britzman, Deborah P. (1991). Practice makes Practice: A Critical Study of
Learning to Teach. State University of New York: New York. This text explores the
contradictory realities of secondary teaching and how these realities are interpreted
and acted upon university educators.
Casey, Kathleen (1993). I Answer With My Life: Life Histories of Women
Teachers Working for Social Change. Routledge: New York. Presents the oral
histories of ordinary women teachers working for social change. The author focuses
on the narratives of three sets of teachers: Catholic nuns, who have taught in
parochial schools and have been involved in social justice ministry; Jewish women
who have taught in innercity schools and whose political projects are connected with
1960's radicalism; and Black women whose personal, professional and political lives
are committed to the uplift of their race.
ChristianSmith, Linda K. (1993). Texts of Desire: Essays on Fiction, Femininity,
Schooling. Falmer Press: London. Collection of essays drawing on multidisciplinary
approaches from cultural studies and feminist theories, psychoanalysis, semiotics,
and critical theory to explore the complexity of teen romance novels and the political
character of women's schooling.
Erwin, Lorna and MacLennan, David (Eds.) (1994). Sociology of Education in
Canada: Critical Perspectives on Theory, Research and Practice. Copp Clark:

Toronto. Critical analysis of contemporary issues, controversies, and reforms in
Canadian schooling.
Gaskell, Jane & Willensky, John (Eds.) (1995). Gender In/Forms Curriculum:
From Enrichment to Transformation. Teacher's College Press: New York.
Collection of articles on the relationship between gender and the curriculum. Topics
include: the relationship of feminism to antiracist education; the increasing emphasis
on technology in education; the degree of gender bias in school art subjects;
gendered implications of business education and vocational programs, etc.
Gilbert, Pam & Taylor, Sandra (1991). Fashioning the Feminine. Allen & Unwin:
North Sydney. Considers the roles played by popular culture and schooling in the
construction of teenage female identity, and the possibilities that exist for challenges
and change to that identity.
Gillet, M. (1969). Readings in the History of Education. McGrawHill: Toronto.
This text includes selected writings on the development of educational thought and
practice throughout the world. The readings are intended to illuminate some of the
perennial ideas and issues in education and to suggest the relevance of the past to
the present and future.
Giroux, Henry A. and Freire, Paulo (Eds.) (1991). Learning Work: A Critical
Pedagogy of Work Education. OISE Press: Toronto. This book addresses the
concern that formal education should include careerrelated training and how to
implement programs to best meet the needs of teachers, students, and community
groups. The book includes discussions of teaching methods and demonstrates how a
critical pedagogy can be used to develop a practice of work education.
Greene, Maxine (1995). Releasing the Imagination: Essays on Education, Arts
and Social Change. JosseyBass: San Francisco. Greene reveals the critical role of
imagination in promoting cognitive and other modes of learning as she reflects on
such important themes as literacy, the arts and aesthetics, pluralism,
multiculturalism, and the tensions and passions of caring.
Gumet, Madeleine R. (1988). Bitter Milk: Women and Teaching. University of
Massachusetts: Amherst. The author addresses the following questions: When and
why did teaching become a feminized "semiprofession;" and what has been the
impact on the roles of teachers as a result of this feminization? Grumet notes the
pervasive impact of patriarchy on the social construction of teaching.
Hammersley, Martin & Woods, Peter (Eds.) (1984). Life in School: The Sociology
of Pupil Culture. Open University Press: Milton Keynes. Collection of ethnographies
of student cultures.
hooks, bell (1994). Teaching to Transgress: Education as the practice of
freedom. Routledge: New York. Hooks account of her struggles to link theory,
pedagogy, and praxis in teaching.
Khayatt, Madiha Didi (1992). Lesbian Teachers: An Invisible Presence. State
University of New York Press: Albany. Using an analysis that combines feminist
concepts of patriarchy with Gramsci's notion of hegemony, this book is an

institutional ethnography which begins from the standpoint of lesbian teachers, but,
at the same

ETHNOGRAPHY/ ETHNOMETHODOLOGY
Cixous, Hélène and Clément, Catherine. (1998). The Newly Born Woman. Theory
and History of Literature, Volume 24. University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis.
The authors focus on connections between sexuality and textuality and explore the
ways in which these shape woman's imaginary, language and writing.
Coulan, Alain (1995). Ethnomethodology. QRMS, # 36, Sage Series. Sage:
London. This text considers the aims and accomplishments of ethnomethodology.
Coulan provides a history of the growth of the field, an overview of the
complementary, topical interest groups that now exist within the field, and an
accomplishment of some of the field's most impressive research findings.
Denzin, N. K. (1997). Interpretive Ethnography: Ethnographic Practices for
the 21st Century. Sage: New York. Examination of implications of postmodern and
multinational changes for ethnography. Denzin explores the prospects, problems,
and forms of ethnographic, interpretive writing and argues postmodern ethnography
is the moral discourse of the contemporary world and that ethnographers can and
should explore new sorts of experiential textssuch as performancebased text,
literary journalism, and narratives of the selfto form a new ethics of inquiry.
Knight, Diana (Ed.) (1986). "Feminism" a special edition of Paragraph: The
Journal of the Modern Critical Theory Group vol. 8, October. Oxford University
Press: Oxford. A special issue of Paragraph in honour of Simone de Beauvoir.
Includes essays on feminism and critical theory.
Thomas, Jim (1993). Doing Critical Ethnography. QRMS, # 26. Sage: London.
This book provides a sociological perspective on doing critical ethnographic work.

FEMINIST FRAMEWORKS
Benjamin, Jessica (1998). The Bonds of Love: Psychoanalysis, Feminism and
The Problem of Domination. Pantheon Books: New York. Benjamin shows how
domination is a complex psychological process which ensnares both parties in bonds
of complicity, and underlies most social relationships despite our conscious
commitment to equality and freedom. Benjamin presents a groundbreaking feminist
study of the dynamics of power, sadomasochism, dominance and submission in
parentchild relationships, sexual relationships, and in society at large.
Grant, Judith (1993). Fundamental Feminism: Contesting the Core Concepts of
Feminist Theory. (2 copies) Routledge: New York. This text deals with
contemporary debates within feminist theory and politics and explores the evolution
of feminist theory. The author identifies and critiques three core concepts of feminist
theory  'woman', 'experience', and 'personal politics'.
Greene, Gayle & Kuhn, Coppelia (1985). Making a Difference: Feminist Literary
Criticism. Matheun: London. This collection of essays address a wide range of topics
and offers a comprehensive introduction to modes of critical practice being used to
trace the construction of gender in literature.
Harding, Sandra (Ed.) (1987). Feminism and Methodology. Indiana University
Press: Bloomington. This collection is an introduction to the methodological and
epistemological issues feminist inquiry raises for scholars in all fields. The author
explores questions about science and social experience, gender, and politics.
Hekman, Susan D. (Ed.) (1990). Feminist Interpretation of Michel Foucault.
Penn State University Press: Pennsylvania. The possibilities of a Foucauldian
approach to issues of the 'subject' and 'identity' are detailed in several of the essays
in this book. Overall, this collection illustrates the range of interest Foucault's
thought has g
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Keohane, Nannerl O., Rosaldo, Michelle Z. & Gelpi, Barbara C. (Eds.) (1981).
Feminist Theory: A Critique of Ideology. University of Chicago Press: Chicago. In
a collection of essays, this text explores the relationships between objectivity and
masculinity, between psychology and political theory, and between family and state.
The contributors (liberal, Marxist, socialist and radical) examine the foundations of
power, sexuality, language, and scientific thought.
Smith, Dorothy (1990) Texts, Facts and Femininity: Exploring the Relations of
Ruling. Routledge: London. A collection of Smith's essays which focus on texts as
models of social relations. Included are: K is Mentally Ill, which explores the concept
of mental illness through the act of reading and writing a factual account of someone
becoming mentally ill; essays on femininity as discourse; the social relations of
description in the context of a sociological study of the news; the micropolitics of a
meeting; the "structuring'' of power through texts that provide different versions of a
confrontation between police and street people. The book concludes with a
discussion of the distance properties of social organization and the relations
mediated by texts.

FEMINIST METHODOLOGY
Fonow, Mary & Cook, Judith (Eds.) (1991). Beyond Methodology: Feminist
Scholarship as Lived Experience. Indiana University Press: Bloomington. The
authors examine efforts to apply feminist principles to research. The essays address
both philosophical questions about feminist epistemology and how it is translated
into feminist inquiry.
Gluck, S. B. and Patai, D. (Eds.) (1991). Women's Words: The Feminine Practice
of Oral History. Routledge: New York. Collection of writings exploring the
theoretical, collection of writings devoted exclusively to exploring the theoretical,
methodological, and practical problems that arise when women utilize oral history as
a tool of feminist scholarship. In thirteen multidisciplinary essays, the book takes
stock of the implicit presuppositions , contradictions, and prospects of oral history at
the hands of feminist scholars.
Stanley, Liz. (Ed.) (1990). Feminist Praxis: Research, Theory and Epistemology
in Feminist Sociology. Routledge: London and New York. This book gives detailed
accounts of examples of feminist research and shows how feminist epistemology can
translate into research practices.
Reinharz, Shulamit (1992). Feminist Methods in Social Research.
(2 copies) Oxford University Press: Oxford. Reinharz examines the wide range of
feminist research methods, explains the relationship between feminism and
methodology, and challenges existing stereotypes. Concluding that there is no one
correct feminist method, but rather a variety of perspectives, Reinharz argues that
this diversity of methods has been of great value to feminist scholarship.
Spelman, Elizabeth (1988). Inessential Women: Problems of Exclusion in
Feminist Thought. Beacon Press: Boston. Inessential Woman argues for
recognition in feminist thought of those often treated as "inessential"workingclass,
Jewish women, women of colour.

FIELD RESEARCH
Glazer, Myron (1972). The Research Adventure: Promise and Problems of Field
Work. Random House: New York. The author takes the reader through the stages of
the field research process and also introduces the reader to wellknow studies and
their authors.
Richardson, Mary, Sherman, Joan and Gismondi, Michael (1993). Winning Back the
Words: Confronting Experts in an Environmental Public Hearing. Garamond
Press: Toronto. This book is an account of the environmental public hearings in
Alberta and the issues and controversies regarding pulp mills that emerged within
these hearings.
Wiseman, Jacqueline P. and Aron, Marcia S. (1970). Field Projects for Sociology
Students. Schenkman Publishing Company Inc.: San Francisco. This book includes a
variety of field experiences presented to allow the student to discover how to gather
sociological data.

FILM STUDIES
Case, SueEllen (1988). Feminism and Theatre. Routledge: New York. This text
discusses radical and materialist feminism and how the future of feminist theatre
must be a fusion of these two elements.
Doane, Mary Ann (1991). Femmes Fatales: Feminism, Film Theory,
Psychoanalysis. Routledge: New York. The author examines questions of sexual
difference and knowledge in cinematic, theoretical, and psychoanalytic discourses.
Dyer, Richard (1990). Now you see it: Studies on Lesbian and Gay Film.
Routledge: London. This major volume from British gay film historian Richard Dyer is
an overview of international lesbian and gay film history.
Kaplan, Ann E. (1983). Women and Film: Both Sides of the Camera. Metheun:
New York. The author examines films from different decades and analyses the
traditional ways in which women have been represented in the cinema, noting
recurring patterns within patriarchal images that serve to objectify and degrade.
Kaplan, Ann E. (Ed.) (1990). Psychoanalysis and Cinema. Routledge: New York.
This text examines the connections between psychoanalysis and cinema. The essays
demonstrate film criticism and the role of feminist theory in this criticism.
Minhha, Trinh (1992). Framer Framed. Routledge: New York. This text addresses
general questions of feminist, postcolonial, and postmodernist art and culture.
Modelski, Tania (1988). The Women Who Knew Too Much: Hitchcock and
Feminist Theory. Routledge: New York. This text approaches Hitchcock's films from
a feminist standpoint and contributes to debates in film theory around the issue of
gender and film spectatorship. The author asserts that Hitchcock is ambivalent
towards his female characters.
Morris, Meaghan (1988). The Pirates Fiancée: Feminism, Reading,
Postmodernism. Verso: London. The author considers the implications for feminism
of a politics which transforms the materials of culture and argues that a feminist
practice of rewriting discourses should emerge from a political critique of the
positioning of women, rather than a vague thematics of changing things.
Penley, Constance, Lyon, Elisabeth, Spigel, Lynn, Bergstrom, Janet (Eds.) (1991).
Close Encounters: Film, Feminism and Science Fiction. University of Minnesota
Press: Minneapolis. This text addresses the ways in which conventional notions of
sexual difference are reworked by science fiction. The essays demonstrate the
contribution of feminist media theorists to science fiction.
Penley, Constance (Ed.) (1988). Feminism and Film Theory. Routledge: New York.
This text traces the major issues in feminist film theory as they have evolved over
the last decade and emphasizes the polemical challenge of feminism to film theory.
Pollock, Griselda (1988). Vision and Difference: Femininity, Feminism and the
Histories of Art. Routledge: New York. This text deals with the work of women
artists in the context of the dominant representations of femininity. The author offers

historical analyses of the formation of modern culture in order to reveal the sexual
politics at the heart of modernist art.
Pribram, Deidre E. (1988). Female Spectators Looking at Film and Television.
Verso: London. This text addresses the question of whether or not there can be a
"feminine" look in cinema as opposed to masculine voyeurism. The essays are
written by feminist filmmakers and theorists who provide a picture of feminist film
criticism in the 1980's, readings of individual films and TV programmes, and insights
from women in the business of making films.
Rodowick, D. N. (1991). The Difficulty of Difference: Psychoanalysis, Sexual
Difference and Film Theory. Routledge: New York. This text addresses the
questions: How successfully have film theorists read Freud to explore questions of
sexual difference in cinematic texts and spectators? What are the conflicts and
theoretical repercussions of this alliance between film studies and psychoanalysis?
The author argues that misreadings of Freud and Lacan on sexual difference have
characterized prevailing modes of psychoanalytic film criticism.

FOCUS GROUPS
Barbour, R. S. & Kitzinger, J. (1996). Developing Focus Group Research:
Politics, Theory and Practice. Sage: London. Using case studies, this text
examines some of the discussions about the political, theoretical and practical issues
around focus group work.
Krueger, R. A. (1997). Developing Questions for Focus Groups (from The Focus
Group Kit, Volume 3), Sage. This book describes a practical process for identifying
powerful themes and offers an easytounderstand strategy for translating those
themes in to questions for focus groups. As well as advice on designing the
questions, Krueger offers ideas on getting participants actively involved in the focus
group.
Krueger, R. A. (1997). Moderating Focus Groups (from The Focus Group Kit,
Volume 4), Sage. Guide to conducting focus group. Book provides an overview of
critical skills needed by moderators, the various approaches that successful
moderators use, and strategies for handling difficult situations.
Krueger, R. A. (1997). Analyzing and Reporting Focus Group Results (from The
Focus Group Kit, Volume 6), Sage. Krueger suggests a systematic and verifiable
analysis strategy for analyzing focus group information.
Krueger, R. A. and King, J. A. (1997). Involving Community Members in Focus
Groups (from The Focus Group Kit, Volume 5), Sage. This book offers advice on how
to prepare people (either teams or individuals) to conduct successful focus groups.
Morgan, D. L. (1997). The Focus Group Guidebook (from The Focus Group Kit,
Volume 1), Sage. Provides a general introduction to focus group research, including
their history, when to use and why, and case studies of focus group use. Morgan also
discusses the time lines and costs associated with focus groups, as well as ethical
issues.
Morgan, D. L. (1997). Planning Focus Groups (from The Focus Group Kit, Volume
2), Sage. Morgan discusses the practical tasks involved in running a focus group.
Involves a detailed discussion of selecting participants, group size, location,
recording and managing data, and timelines and budgeting.

GENDER & IDENTITY
Banks, M., Bates, I., Breakwell, G., et al. (1992). Careers and Identities. Open
University Press: Philadelphia. This text uses findings from the Economic and Social
Research Council's 1619 Initiative  a programme of research on young people
growing up in Britain  to chart their progress into adult life and to uncover the
processes by which their adult occupational and political identities were established.
The author maintains that to prepare young people for the demands of adulthood in
the next century, a new agenda for social and educational policy is needed with a
major emphasis on transforming the content and quality of post16 educational and
occupational experience.
Belenky, J., Clinchy, B., Goldberger, N. and Tarule, J. (1986). Women's Ways of
Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice and Mind. Basic Books: New York.
Focuses on epistemology (methods and basis) of the development of women's
knowledge. Based on interviews with 135 women of various ages from a variety of
cultural and economic backgrounds, book creates five "not necessarily fixed,
exhaustive, or universal categories" of how women know what they know.
Gilligan, Carol (1993, 1982). In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and
Women's Development. Harvard University Press: Cambridge, MA. Gilligan
believes that psychology has persistently and systematically misunderstood women.
Repeatedly, developmental theories have been built on observations of men's lives.
In this book she attempts to correct psychology's misperceptions and refocus its view
of female personality.
Gilligan, Carol, Lyons, Nona & Hammer, Trudy (Eds.) (1990) Making Connections:
The Relational Worlds of Adolescent Girls at Emma Willard School. Harvard
University Press: Cambridge. This collection of essays addresses the author's concern
with a 'crisis' in female adolescence. Each essay originates from a question arising
from the author's research experiences with young girls. This text links the
psychology of women with basic questions about the nature of relationships and the
definition of girls' reality.
Raymond, Janice G. A. (1986). Passion for Friends: Towards a Philosophy of
Female Affection. Beacon Press: Boston. This book advocates a new theory of
female friendship as the basis for feminist politics. The author critically examines
female friendship and its role in the women's movement.

GENDER & SCIENCE
Bleier, Ruth (1984). Science and Gender: A Critique of Biology and Its
Theories on Women. Pergamon Press: New York. This book is concerned with the
role of science in the creation of an elaborate mythology of women's biological
inferiority as an explanation for their subordinate position in the cultures of Western
civilizations.
Buker, Eloise A. (1999) Talking Feminist Politics: Conversations on Law,
Science, and the Postmodern. Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc.: London.
Buker uses feminist legal conversations to focus on justice, feminist science to
examine the connections between truth and politics, and postmodern feminism to
analyze habits, symbols, and speech that frame ethical codes, which in turn shape
political relationships. Discusses how storytelling works as a metaphor for feminist
thought and as a political practice that can encourage all citizens to talk about
justice, truth, and ethics. This analysis focuses on American feminist thought since
1980.
Couser, G. Thomas (1997). Recovering Bodies: Illness, Disability, and Life
Writing. University of Wisconsin Press: Madison. A look at personal narratives of
HIV/AIDS, breast cancer, paralysis, and deafness. A critique of medical records,
diagnosis and the marginalization through impersonal discourse.
Eisenhart, Margaret A. and Finkel, Elizabeth (1998). Women's Science: Learning
and Succeeding from the Margins. University of Chicago Press: Chicago.
Qualitative study on women involved in science or engineering, offering narrative
accounts. This book expands on the conception of scientific practice as it
reconfigures both women's role in science and the meaning of science in
contemporary society.
Etzkowitz, Henry, Kemelgor, Carol and Uzzi, Brian (2000). Athena Unbound: The
Advancement of Women in Science and Technology. Cambridge University
Press: UK. The authors argue that differences between women's and men's
experiences in science is a factor in the number of women participants in the field.
They use qualitative and quantitative research to address the question of why there
are so few women in science.
Evetts, Julia (1996). Gender and Career in Science and Engineering. Taylor &
Francis: Manchester. Examines the career experiences of a group of engineers and
scientists. The concepts of career, organization, profession and class are analyzed.
Matyas, Marsha Lakes and Dix, Linda Skidmore (Eds.) (1992). Science and
Engineering Programs: On Target for Women? National Academy Press:
Washington. This journal explores the participation of women in science and
engineering and in particular, the barriers women face within these fields.
Mayberry, Maralee, Subramaniam, Banu, & Weasel, Lisa (Eds.) (2001). Feminist
Science Studies: A New Generation. Routledge: New York. An anthology of
essays on feminism and science including teaching tools and course outlines and
links to community based projects. Book presents range of feminist science studies
scholarshipfrom autobiographical narratives and experimental and theoretical
projects, to teaching tools and courses and communitybased projects.

Noble, David F. (1992). A World Without Women: The Clerical Culture of
Western Science. Oxford University Press: New York.
The first full scale investigation of the origins and implications of the masculine
culture of Western Science and technology.
Rose, Hilary (1995). Love, Power and Knowledge: Towards a feminist
transformation of the sciences. Indiana University Press: Bloomington. Part of
the Race, Gender and Science series edited by Anne FaustoSterling this book seeks
to develop new terms for thinking about science and feminism. Rose locates the
feminist criticism of science as integral to both the feminist movement and the
radical science movement. She focuses on the political economy of the production of
knowledge and to what does and does not count as knowledge; how women and
minorities are affected by these processes is also explored.
Rosser, Sue V. (1992). Biology and Feminism: A Dynamic Interaction. Twayne
Publishers: New York. A feminist critique of the scientific method. A look at the
impact of feminism on the arts and sciences, specifically the scientific study of
biology.
Schiebinger, Londa (1999). Has Feminism Changed Science? Harvard University
Press: Massachusetts. This book is a history of women in science and an assessment
of the role of gender in shaping scientific knowledge.
Sonnert, Gerhard (1995). Who Succeeds in Science?: The Gender Dimension.
Rutgers University Press: New Jersey. The author presents a study to explore factors
in why more men than women become scientists, and why many women experience
negative relations with their male counterparts.
Wasserman, Elga (2000). The Door in the Dream: Conversations With Eminent
Women in Science. Joseph Henry Press. Only a fraction of the women who earn
their degrees or finish postdoctoral training in science find independent positions in
academia, government, or industry and advance further. Wasserman examines the
complex issues underlying this phenomenon through the experiences of women who
have been elected to the National Academy of Sciences. These 86 women, who
constitute about 5 percent of the membership of the Academy, are the elite women
of American science; their accomplishments clearly identify them as having
succeeded in a traditionally malecentered environment. Do the career paths taken
by these women provide a formula that can be followed by young women who strive
to reach the same heights? Wasserman contacted all the women in the Academy.
Most of them chose to participate in her survey and were interviewed in person or by
letter. A subgroup of these women are profiled in detail, in brief biographies that are
eminently readable and that convey insights into the personal and professional
hurdles each woman overcame.

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Jeffrey, Sheila (1985). The Spinster and her Enemies: Feminism and Sexuality,
18801930. Pandora: London. The author discusses the received interpretation of
'sexual liberation', sexology and its relationship with women's sexual 'freedom'. The
derogatory treatment and portrayal of spinsters and/or feminists is described.

GENDER & THE LAW
Brockman, Joan & Chunn, Dorothy (Eds.) (1993). Investigating Gender Bias: Law
Courts and The Legal Profession. Thompson Educational Publishers. This book
examines the conceptual, methodological, and practical issues associated with the
study of gender bias and the law. It develops a framework for identifying and
documenting the existence of gender bias so that systematic and comparative
information can be collected, and it develops strategies for the elimination of such
bias. The text includes a bibliography of writings pertaining to the subject of gender
bias in law, courts, and the legal profession.

GENDER & WORK
Armstrong, Pat & Armstrong, Hugh (1990). Theorizing Woman's Work. Garamond
Press: Toronto. This book presents a broad overview of perspectives on women's
work.
Kanter, Rosabeth Moss (1977). Men and Women of the Corporation. Basic Books:
New York. Kanter examines how particular social structures constrain or create
opportunities for people. The study is more than 20 years old, but considered a
classic in North American studies of social organization of the corporate world.
Kanter focuses on three roles related to business organizations: managers,
secretaries, and wives. She also focuses on social structural characteristics of the
businesses such as hierarchy, distribution of power across positions, and social
networks. Then she examines how an individual's position within the social structure
in combination with their role constrains their choices.
Luxton, Meg (1980). More Than a Labour of Love. The Women's Press: Toronto.
This text is a detailed account of the lives of housewives. The author describes
women's labour processes in the context of capitalist society.
McLaren, Arlene Tiger (1988). Gender and Society. Copp Clark Pitman: Toronto.
The text addresses critical issues regarding gender and also addresses the topic of a
'woman's' sociology.
Westwood, Sallie (1984). All Day Everyday: Factory and Family in the making
of Women's Lives. Pluto Press: London. This text addresses women's oppression at
work. The author recounts her yearlong experience with women working in a shop in
Britain. Westwood describes the challenges these women faced in their jobs.

INTERVIEWING
Atkinson, Robert (1998). The Life Story Interview. QRMS, # 44, Sage Series.
Sage: London. The author discusses the life story interview and relevant research
issues.
Bourdieu, Pierre, et al. (1999). The Weight of the World: Social Suffering in
Contemporary Society. Stanford University Press: Stanford. Based on interviews
conducted in the early 1990's, The Weight of the World describes 'social suffering of
contemporary society'. Why is life getting harder for most people? Under the
direction of Pierre Bourdieu, a team of sociologists spent three years analyzing the
new forms of social suffering that characterize contemporary societies  the suffering
of those who are denied the means of acquiring a socially dignified existence, as well
as the suffering of those who are poorly adjusted to the rapidly changing condition of
their lives. This book can be read like a series of short stories  the story of a
steelworker who was laid off after twenty years in the same factory and who now
struggles to support his family on unemployment benefits and a parttime job; the
story of a trade unionist who finds his goals undermined by the changing nature of
work; the story of a family from Algeria living on a housing estate on the outskirts of
Paris whose members have to cope with pervasive, everyday forms of racism; the
story of a schoolteacher confronted with urban violence; and many others as well.
Holstein, James A. & Gubrium, Jaber F. (1995). The Active Interview. QRMS, #37
in Sage Series. Sage: London. This book presents an implicit theory of the interview.
The authors argue that all interviews are interpretively active, implicating meaning
making work. The authors also argue that respondents are not so much repositories
of knowledge as they are constructors of knowledge. Other issues regarding
interviewing are discussed.
McCracken, Grant (1988). The Long Interview. Sage: Newbury Park, CA. Part of
the Sage series on qualitative research methods. McCracken discusses the processes
and issues involved in intensive interviewing. Key issues in qualitative methodology
in general and the long interview in particular are discussed. The four steps of the
long interview process are elaborated, ways to maintain and judge the quality of
qualitative work are presented, and strategies for writing up results are suggested.
Included are appendices designed to simplify research design, preparation, and
training such as a sample questionnaire for biographical data, standard ethics
protocol, and a list of budget considerations. The appendices combine with the
discussion of theoretical and methodological issues in qualitative research.

LANGUAGE
Escholz, Paul, Alfred Rosa, and Virginia Clark. (1997). Language Awareness:
Essays for College Writers 7th ed. New York: St. Martin's Press. An anthology of
essays discussing the power of language.
Eschholz, Paul, Rosa, Alfred, and Clark, Virginia (Eds.) (1990). Language
Awareness, 5th ed. St. Martin's Press: New York. An anthology of essays
discussing the power of language.
Shotter, John (1993). Conversational Realities: Constructing Life Through
Language. Sage: London. This text challenges the traditional scientific view that
naturally occurring psychological and sociological "realities" of a systematic kind are
to be discovered underlying appearances.

MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY
Tuckett, David (Ed.) (1976). An Introduction to Medical Sociology. Tavistock
Publications Limited: London. This book aims to give those outside of medical
sociology insight into the ways in which the collective existence of people influences
medical issues. All of the contributors consider the relationship between social
experience an

NARRATIVE, LIFE HISTORY, & ORAL HISTORY
Bateson, Mary Catherine (1994). Peripheral Visions: Learning Along the Way.
Harper Perennial: New York. A narrative that discusses learning through life
experience.
Bernard, Jessie, Dorothy Lee, Claude and David (1978). Self Portrait of a Family.
Beacon Press: Boston. The story of the author's experiences as a sociologist and
single parent and specifically how the role of written correspondence held her family
together.
Brand, Dionne (1991). Narratives of Black Writing Women in Ontario: 1920's
to 1950's. Women's Press: Toronto. In a collection of personal narratives, this text
explores black women's working experiences during 19201950.
Casey, Kathleen (1993). I Answer With My Life: Life Histories of Women
Teachers Working for Social Change. Routledge: New York. Presents the oral
histories of ordinary women teachers working for social change. The author focuses
on the narratives of three sets of teachers: Catholic nuns, who have taught in
parochial schools and have been involved in social justice ministry; Jewish women
who have taught in innercity schools and whose political projects are connected with
1960's radicalism; and Black women whose personal, professional and political lives
are committed to the uplift of their race.
Clandinin, D. Jean and Connelly, F. Michael (1996). Narrative Inquiry: Experience
and Story in Qualitative Research. JosseyBass: San Francisco. Ways to study,
interpret, and present narrative research.
Conway, Jill Ker (1998). When Memory Speaks: Exploring the Art of
Autobiography. Vintage: London. This text looks at the modern memoir, the forms
and styles it assumes, and the strikingly different ways in which men and women
tend to understand and present their lives. The book draws on the writing of authors
including George Sand, Virginia Woolf, and W.E.B. Du Bois, and traces the different
narrative patterns of mythic journey and mystic relationship in men's and women's
autobiographies.
Conway, Jill Ker (Ed.) (1996). Written By Herself: Volume III: Women's
Memoirs from Britain, Africa, Asia and the US. Vintage: New York. The author
reveals the distinct archetypal patterns that women and men have turned to when
telling their life stories. This book is an analysis of a range of narratives.
Conway, Jill Ker (1995). True North: A Memoir. Vintage: London. This book is a
memoir of the author's intellectual discovery in a community of women scholars. The
author tells her story of the love affair with her husband, his manic depression, and
the sex bias in her profession.
Denzin, N. K. (1989). Interpretive Biography. Sage: London. Bringing in elements
of postmodernism and interpretive social science, the book reexamines biographical
and autobiographical genres. Inherent weaknesses in traditional biographical forms
are pointed out and a new way in which biographies should be conceptualized and
shaped is outlined.

Goetting, Ann & Fenstermaker, Sarah (1995). Individual Voices, Collective
Visions: 50 Years of Women in Sociology. Temple University Press: Philadelphia.
Eighteen senior women sociologists engage in analytic reflections on interconnections
between their personal lives and their research, teaching and activism. This volume
provides a picture of the complex dynamic among individual biography and
sociological practice, personal growth and institutional change.
Josselson, Ruthellen (Ed.) (1996). Ethics and Process in The Narrative Study of
Our Lives, Volume 4, Sage Series. Sage: London. Part of Sage's Narrative Study of
Lives Series, this volume focuses on ethics and narrative inquiry.
Kadar, Marlene (Ed.) (1993). Reading Life Writing. Oxford University Press:
Toronto. The author proposes an expansion of the definition of the genre of 'life
writing' and relates her commentary and selections to feminist theory and practice.
Kingsolver, Barbara (1989). Holding the Line. ILR Press: New York. Partly oral
history and partly social criticism, this book is a story of how women's lives were
transformed by an eighteenmonth strike against the Phelps Dodge Copper
Corporation.
Lieblich, Amia & Josselson, Ruthellen (Eds.) (1994). Exploring Identity and
Gender: The Narrative Studies of Lives. V. 2. Sage: London. Volume 2 in Sage's
Narrative Study of Lives series, this book focuses on narratives of girls' and women's
lives as well as other identity issues. Among the issues this volume addresses are
individual identity in the context of familial heritage and how one's sense of
individuality relates to his or her style of management.
Lieblich, Amia & Josselson, Ruthellen (Eds.) (1997). The Narrative Studies of
Lives. V. 5. Sage: London. This collection, Volume 5 in Sage's Narrative Study of
Lives series, explores the challenges of performing narrative work in an academic
setting. Topics include how the larger construct of "personality" can be read out of a
life story; the development of multicultural identity as a dynamic process; life
narratives of reform, among others.
Lieblich, Amia, TuvalMaschiach, Rivka, & Zilber, Tamar (1998). Narrative
Research: Reading, Analysis, and Interpretation. Sage: London. This book uses
a new model for the classification of types of readings to illustrate how to read,
analyze, and interpret life story materials.
Macey, David (1993). The Lives of Michel Foucault. Vintage: London. The author
explores the many aspects of Foucault's life and writing.
Riessman, Catherine Kohler (1993). Narrative Analysis, QRMS, # 30. Sage:
London. Exposition of the principles of narrative analysis. Narrative Analysis.
Recipient of the 1994 Critics' Choice Award from the American Educational Studies
Association, Sage. Book provides a basic framework for the use of narrative in
research and the reading of texts based on narratives. Looks at semiotics, feminist
theory, post positivist schools of thought, hermeneutics, anthropology, and
sociology.

Siggins, Maggie (2000). In Her Own Time: A Class Reunion Inspires a Cultural
History of Women. Harper Collins: Toronto. Inspired by a class reunion, Siggins
sets out to write the life stories of her classmates. She uses their life trajectories as a
launching point into chapters on sex, health, marriage, beauty, education and other
themes. Drawing on research conducted by scholars over the role of women over two
millennia, these themes are used to explore the cultural history of women's roles in
five historical periods from ancient Greece and the Middle Ages to the Victorian era
and the 20th century.
Stringer, Lee (1998). Grand Central Winter Stories from the Street. Washington
Square Press: New York. This is the selfwritten story of the author's elevenyear
experience as a homeless person on the streets of Manhattan.
Tokarczyck. Michelle M. & Fay, Elizabeth A. (Eds.) (1993). WorkingClass Women
in the Academy: Laborers in the Knowledge Factory. University of
Massachusetts Press: Amherst. Written by teachers, students, and retired academics
in styles ranging from formal academic essays to informal personal narratives, these
twenty essays examine the various realities workingclass women encounter in
academic life. Several authors write of the difficulties inherent in taking part "in
projects to which they are not completely committed" and the contradiction they
experience when vying for jobs with "maleidentified women" whose "career goals
outweigh their sense of responsibility to their community of colleagues and of
students." The majority discuss the often confusing and always painful privileged
class assumptions predominant in academic discourse. A few, especially those
previously trained to perform manual tasks, speak of their difficulty in valuing the
activities of reading and writing as real work. And, without exception, all address the
academy's failure  often expressed as blatant and hostile refusal  to address the
reality of class issues.
Whitlock, Gillian (2000). The Intimate Empire: Reading Women's
Autobiography. Cassell: New York. This book brings together contemporary and
19th century autobiographies and travel writing from Canada, the Caribbean, Kenya,
South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. Through a series of closely contextualized
readings, the book argues that colonization and resistance are deeply embedded in
thinking about the self. Whitlock argues for reading women's autobiographies
through connections, not because of any psychological traits intrinsic to their sex,
but because what it is, and has been, to write as a slave, settler, immigrant, Pakeha,
Jamaican, or Aboriginal has always been a matter of negotiation, a process of
imagining the self through relations to others, a process of production at the heart of
postcolonial autobiography.
YoungBruehl, Elizabeth (1998). SUBJECT TO BIOGRAPHY: Psychoanalysis,
Feminism, And Writing Women's Lives. Harvard University Press: Cambridge.
Exploration of the psychological and intellectual demands writing biography makes
on the biographer and explores the complex and frequently conflicted relationship
between feminism and psychoanalysis. YoungBruehl reflects on the relations
between selfknowledge, autobiography, biography, and cultural history. She
considers what remains valuable in Sigmund Freud's work, and what areastheory of
character, for instancemust be rethought to be useful for current psychoanalytic
work, for feminist studies, and for social theory. Psychoanalytic theory used for
biography, she argues, can yield insights for psychoanalysis itself, particularly in the
understanding of creativity.

PARADIGMS OF QUALITATIVE INQUIRY
Denzin, N. K. & Lincoln, Yvonne (Eds.) (1998). Handbook of Qualitative
Research. Sage: California. Provides a useful overview of the various paradigms for
doing qualitative work, strategies for such work, and techniques of data collection,
analysis, interpretation and reporting findings.
Denzin, N. K. & Lincoln, Yvonne (Eds.) (1998). The Landscape of Qualitative
Research. Sage: London. Denzin and Lincoln survey the field of qualitative research
from a wideranging theoretical perspective. Part I locates the field, providing
historical context as well as background on applied qualitative research, the "self"
and the "other," and the politics and ethics of qualitative inquiry. Part II examines
the major paradigms that inform and influence qualitative research in the human
disciplines. Part III considers the future of qualitative research.
Denzin, N. K. & Lincoln, Yvonne (Eds.) (1998). Strategies of Qualitative Inquiry.
Sage: London. In this book, Denzin and Lincoln look at various strategies within
qualitative research. The book covers various methods, including case studies,
ethnography, phenomenology, grounded theory, biographical method, participant
inquiry and clinical research.

POSTMODERNITY AND SOCIAL THEORY
Banks, J.A. (1972). The Sociology of Social Movements. The Macmillan Press:
London. This book critically examines the study of social movements, which has been
dominated by the structural functional approach, in new ways.
Berger, Peter L. (1969). The Sacred Canopy:
q
Elements of a Sociol
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accompanied by an introduction to the work by Dentith. This text is accessible by
students and teachers.
Dunn, Stephen P. (1982). The Fall and Rise of the Asiatic Mode of Production.
Routledge and Kegan Paul: London. A critical analysis of the issue, the Asiatic mode
of production. This text is of interest to students of Soviet politics, economics, and
Marxists.
Durkheim, Emile (1933). The Division of Labour in Society. The Macmillan
Company: New York. Translation of Durkheim's first, very well known and important,
work on society and the results of industrialization.
Durkheim, Emile (1915). The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life. The Free
Press (Division of Macmillan): New York. This classic work of Durkheim's examines
religion in society in terms of animism, naturism, totemism, myth, and ritual. He
takes up the question of the origin of religion, which means, for him, discerning the
everpresent elements that underlie the essential forms of religious thought and
practice.
Durkheim, Emile (1966). The Rules of Sociological Method. Macmillan Publishing
Co., Inc.: New York. (2 copies) This book addresses the distinction between methods
of the natural and social sciences. It also acknowledges the relationship between the
social sciences and psychology.
Durkheim, Emile (1951). Suicide: A Study in Sociology. The Free Press (Division
of Macmillan): New York. (2 Copies) Durkheim's classic work on his macro theory of
society.
Easton, Loyd D. and Guddat, Kurt H. (Eds.) (1967). Writings of the Young Marx
on Philosophy and Society. Anchor Books, Doubleday & Company Inc.: New York.
This book is a collection of Marx's early writings on various topics.
Erikson, Erik H. (1963). Childhood and Society 2nd Edition. W.W Norton and
Company Inc.: New York. A psychology based book on children, discussing classical
psychology theories as they relate to children and their situation in society.
Fletcher, Ronald (Ed.) (1973). John Stuart Mill: A Logical Critique of Sociology.
A. Wheaton & Co.: Great Britain. This book presents Mill's work and its importance to
sociology.
Foucault, Michel (1980). Power/Knowledge: Selected Individuals and Other
Writings 19721977. Pantheon: New York. This is a set of essays and interviews
with Foucault. Interviews and essays discuss Foucault's notion of power, and how it
inserts itself into the actions, bodies, and experiences of our everyday lives.
Gamson, William A. (1968). Power and Discontent. The Dorsey Press: Illinois. This
book is a study of small New England communities in which a serious of issues
generated particular feelings and actions. Gamson presents these issues in light of
the themes of 'power' and 'discontent'.

Giddens, Anthony (1972). Emile Durkheim: Selected Writings. Cambridge
University Press: New York. This book is a comprehensive survey of Durkheim's
contributions to sociology and social philosophy.
Goffman, Erving (1959). The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. Doubleday &
Company Inc.: New York. This book addresses the theme of human behaviour in
social situations and includes research on how people influence their impressions on
others.
Hutcheon, Linda (1989). The Politics of Postmodernism. Routledge: London. This
book continues the project begun in "A Poetics of Postmodernism". It focuses on the
politics of representation, through an examination of mass media and high art forms.
Hutcheon argues that these images and stories constitute and construct our world
rather than reflect it.
Jung, C.G. (1985). Modern Man in Search of a Soul. Ark Paperbacks: London.
Reprinted 1985, original 1933. A psychology text that discusses the nature and
functioning of the psyche for the modern man.
Levine, Donald N. (1971). Georg Simmel: On Individuality and Social Forms.
The University of Chicago Press: Chicago and London. This book addresses Simmel's
contributions to contemporary sociology.
Lipset, Seymour Martin (1968). Agrarian Socialism: The Cooperative
Commonwealth Federation in Saskatchewan. A Study in Political Sociology.
Anchor Books: New York. This book is a study of the social background that enabled
the socialist movement to succeed in Saskatchewan in 1944.
Lipset, Seymour Martin (1960). Political Man: The Social Bases of Politics.
Doubleday Anchor Book: New York. A book on political sociology and the sociology of
voting.
Magee, Bryan (1975). Popper. William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd.: Great Britain. The
author demonstrates Popper's importance to philosophy.
McLellan, David (Ed.) (1971). Karl Marx: The Grundrisse. Harper and Row
Publishers: New York. This book addresses selections of Marx's work. It refutes the
notion of Marxism as an 'economic' theory and instead presents Marxism as a theory
of social relationships.
McClung Lee, Alfred (Ed.) (1965). Vilfredo Pareto: Selections from his Treatise.
Thomas Y. Crowell Company: New York. A critical essay of Pareto and selections of
his works.
McKeon, Richard (Ed.) (1947). Introduction to Aristotle. Random House: New
York. An introduction and guide to Aristotle, and his work.
Nicholson, Linda (Ed.) (1990). Feminism/Postmodernism. Routledge: New York.
Collection of essays examining the opportunities and downfalls of postmodernism for
feminist theory. Contributors include: Seyla Benhabib, Susan Bordo, Judith Butler,
Christine Di Stefano, Jane Flax, Nancy Fraser, Donna Haraway, Sandra Harding,

Nancy Hartsock, Andreas Huyssen, Linda J. Nicholson, Elspeth Probyn, Anna
Yeatman, Iris Marion Young.
Nisbet, Robert (1977). Sociology as an Art Form. Oxford University Press: London.
This book highlights the relationship between sociology and art. Nisbet explains the
degree to which sociology draws from the themes, styles, and modes of
representation found in art. The book specifically acknowledges the relationship
between sociology and literature, painting, Romantic history, and philosophy.
Palmer, Bryan ( 1990). Descent into Discourse: The Reification of Language
and the Writing of Social History. Temple University Press: Philadelphia. Focusing
on the ways in which literary or critical theory is being promoted within the field of
social history, Palmer argues that the current reliance on poststructuralism, with its
reification of discourse and avoidance of the structures of oppression and struggles
of resistance, obscures the origins, meanings, and consequences of historical events
and processes. Palmer is concerned with the emergence of "language" as a central
focus of intellectual work in the twentieth century. He locates the implosion of theory
that moved structuralism in the direction of poststructuralism and deconstruction in
what he calls the descent into discourse. Few historians who champion post
structuralist thought, according to Palmer, appreciate historical materialism's
capacity to address discourse meaningfully. Nor do many of the advocates of
language within the field of social history have an adequate grounding in the
theoretical making of the project they champion so ardently. Palmer roots his
polemical challenge in an effort to "introduce historians more fully to the theoretical
writing that many are alluding to and drawing from rather cavalierly."
Reimers, Ronald, Mayo, Nico and Gorton, Gregg (Eds.) (1981). Praxis: Art and
Ideology Part 1. A Journal of Cultural Criticism. The University of California:
USA. Selections of critical writing.
Ricoeur, Paul (1990). Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences. Cambridge
University Press: Cambridge. Collection of essays by Paul Ricoeur which offer an
account of his philosophical hermeneutics. Book examines the history of
hermeneutics and formulates a concept of the text as the basis of a systemic theory
of language and interpretation. It also investigates the implications for sociology,
psychoanalysis and history.
Rosenau, Pauline Marie (1992). PostModernism and the Social Sciences:
Insights, Inroads and Intrusions. Princeton University Press: Princeton.
Assessment of postmodernism that traces the origins of its major concepts and how
they are being applied today. Rosenau emphasizes how the postmodern challenge to
reason cuts across disciplines and presents a balanced account of both its strengths
and weaknesses.
Rosenberg, Bernard (1963). Thorstein Veblen. Thomas Y. Crowell Company: New
York. This book includes selections of Veblen's work.
Runciman, W.G. (Ed.) (1980). Weber: Selections. Cambridge University Press:
London. This book includes selections from Weber's writings.

Shils, Edward (1982). The Constitution of Society. University of Chicago Press:
Chicago. Edward Shil's macrosociological theory on society, based on his
observations of Western, Asian, and African Societies.
Skinner, B.F. (1972). Beyond Freedom & Dignity. Bantam/ Vintage Book: New
York. An analysis of today's most pressing problems and a detailed plan for change
that challenges many of Western man's most sacred ideals and personal freedoms.
Each chapter ends with a summary of the chapter in one paragraph.
Smith, Dorothy (1987). The Everyday World as Problematic: A Feminist
Sociology. University of Toronto Press: Toronto. Collection of six essays that chart
the development of Smith's approach. Smith proposes an alternative to traditional
sociological inquiry, and maps out another method of institutional ethnography, in an
attempt to realize the project of a sociology for women.
Swingewood, Alan (1975). Marx and Modern Social Theory. The Macmillan Press
Ltd.: London. This book describes and analyzes the main concepts of Marx's social
theory and relates them to classical and contemporary sociology as well as to
contemporary Marxism.
Traugott, Mark (Ed.) (1978). Emile Durkheim on Institutional Analysis. The
University of Chicago Press: Chicago and London. This book includes selections from
Durkheim's work on the concept of social solidarity and his studies of institutions
such as the law, morality, and the family. This book provides insight into Durkheim's
functionalist model of sociological causation.
Turner, Bryan S. (Ed.) (1992). Emile Durkheim's Professional Ethics and Civic
Morals. Routledge: London and New York. This book addresses the role of the state
as a moral force in society.
Zeitlin, Irving M. (1987). Ideology and the Development of Sociological
Theory. PrenticeHall Inc.: New Jersey. The main theme of this book is how the
intellectual encounter between the Enlightenment and Marxism shaped the form and
content of sociology.

QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
Boyatzis, Richard (1998). Transforming Qualitative Information: Thematic
Analysis and Code Development. Sage: London. Thematic analysis  a process for
encoding qualitative information  can be thought of as a bridge between the
languages of qualitative and quantitative research. The author helps researchers
understand thematic analysis and provides guidelines to developing techniques to
apply it to one's own research. While including topics of sampling, scoring, scaling,
and reliability, the text also confronts the debate between postmodernism and
positivism, with the author arguing for an ecumenical approach to researching.
Bryman, Allan & Burgess, Robert (Eds.) (1994). Analyzing Qualitative Data.
Routledge: London. This text addresses the questions: How do experienced
researchers engage in qualitative analysis? What are the strengths and weaknesses
of the main approaches? A group of distinguished researchers who have used
qualitative data explain the ways in which they conduct data analysis. The text
provides accounts from ethnographers, case study workers, lone researchers, team
based investigators, and those who use specialist approaches including discourse
analysis.
Denzin, N. K. & Lincoln, Yvonne (Eds.) (1998). Collecting and Interpreting
Qualitative Materials. Sage. Denzin and Lincoln focus on the collection and
analysis of qualitative material. This involves topics such as interviewing,
observation, document analysis, visual materials, data management, and the use of
computers in qualitative research, among others. They also discuss criteria for
assessing validity, writing as a method of inquiry, program evaluation and the role of
qualitative research in the policy process.
Feldman, Martha J. (1995). Strategies for Interpreting Qualitative Data.
Qualitative Research Methods Series, # 33 in Sage Series. Sage: London. This book
introduces and provides examples of some interpretive techniques for analyzing
qualitative data. The author focuses on four theories and attempts to give the reader
a basic understanding of each theory and some techniques for analyzing data that
derive from these theories.
McDaniel, Susan A. (1986). Canada's Aging Population. Toronto: Butterworths.
Explores the complexities of demographic aging, as a policy oriented social problem
which can be addressed creatively by Canadians. Part of the series "Perspectives on
Individual and Population Aging."
Miles, Matthew & Huberman, Michael (1994). An Expanded Sourcebook:
Qualitative Data Analysis. Sage: London. Each of more than sixty methods of data
display and analysis is described and illustrated in detail, with practical handson
suggestions for adaptation and use. The growth of computer use in qualitative
analysis is reflected throughout this volume.
Morse, Janice (Ed.) (1994). Critical Issues in Qualitative Research Methods.
Sage: London. The writers clarify theoretical, epistemological, and methodological
issues in qualitative research.
Silverman, David (Ed.) (1997). Qualitative Research: Theory, Method and
Practice. Sage: London. This book is a collection of writings by internationally

renowned researchers who share a common commitment to qualitative research. The
contributors reflect on the analysis of different research techniques. Key themes
discussed include: the centrality of the relationship between analytic perspectives
and methodological issues; the need to broaden our conception of qualitative
research; the desire to search for ways of buildings links between social science
traditions; and a commitment to a dialogue between social science and the
community.

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH IN EDUCATION
Bell, Judith (1987). Doing Your Research Project: A Guide for First Time
Researchers in Education and Social Science. Open University Press:
Philadelphia. Discusses planning and keeping records, reviews of literature, analysis
and designing questionnaires, and conducting interviews. This text is a practical
guide for beginning researchers in undergraduate or postgraduate study, and for
professionals such as teachers, nurses, and social workers involved in production of
research projects.
Bogdan, Robert C. & Beklen, Sovi Knopp (1982). Qualitative Research for
Education: An Introduction to Theory and Methods. Allyn and Bacon: Boston.
Starting with attempts to define both qualitative research and semiotics in ways that
can inform both disciplines, this text maps a series of crossroads that define the
past, present, and hopefully the future of the field.
St. Pierre, Elizabeth & Pillow, Wanda S. (Eds.) (2000). Working the Ruins:
Feminist Poststructural Theory and Methods in Education. Routledge: New
York. Collection of essays edited by St. Pierre and Pillow that covers a range of
issues relevant to feminist poststructuralist theory. The book features scholars from
different disciplines who investigate the impact on feminist postmodern theory on
education.
Walker, Ron (1985). Doing Research: A Handbook for Teachers. Methuen & Co.:
London. This book is designed as a practical tool for the teacher engaged in applied
research in schools and classrooms. While not assuming background in the social
sciences, the author introduces the main problems of formulating and designing new
projects and provides a guide to procedure methods. Particular attention is paid to
the problems of communicating the results to the parents of students and the
community, as well as questions of access, confidentiality and negotiation.

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH INTRODUCTORY TEXTS
Bass, Frank (2001). The Associated Press Guide to Internet Research and
Reporting. Perseus Publishing: Cambridge. A resource for writers, editors, and
students on how to research online and use research found online.
Bulmer, Martin (Ed.) (1977). Sociological Research Methods: An Introduction.
Macmillan Press: London and Basingstoke. The book provides both an overview of
the varieties of social research styles in use, and a guide for further reading, by
which the reader can follow up particular topics in greater depth.
Bryman, Allan & Burgess, Robert (Eds.) (1994). Analyzing Qualitative Data.
Routledge: London. The text addresses the questions: How do experienced
researchers engage in qualitative analysis? What are the strengths and weaknesses
of the main approaches? A group of distinguished researchers who have used
qualitative data explain the ways in which they conduct data analysis. The text
provides accounts from ethnographers, case study workers, lone researchers, team
based investigators, and those who use specialist approaches including discourse
analysis.
Darroch, Dorothy Broom. (1979). Doing Essentials of Sociology. Harper and Row
Publishers: New York. A how to guide to sociological inquiry.
Denzin, N. K. & Lincoln, Yvonne (Eds.) (1994, 2000). Handbook of Qualitative
Research, 1st and 2nd editions. Sage: London. This book provides an overview of
the various paradigms for doing qualitative work, strategies for such work, and
techniques of data collection, analysis, interpretation and reporting findings.
Galtung, Johan (1967). Theory and Methods of Social Research. Columbia
University Press: New York. This book presents theories and methods of social
research. The level of treatment is advanced and a knowledge of the more
elementary methods and techniques is presupposed throughout.
Glesne, Corrine (1996). Becoming Qualitative Researchers: An Introduction.
Longman: New York. Offers a comprehensive overview of qualitative research in a
userfriendly format. Exercises offer beginning students the opportunity to explore
issues inherent in conducting qualitative inquiry as well as to practice and refine the
skills of qualitative researchers. The text provides numerous examples and exercises.
Gunnar, Myrdal (1969). Objectivity in Social Research. Pantheon: New York. This
book discusses the 'myth' of objectivity, and the role of bias in research. Addressed
primarily to students and practitioners of the social sciences, the author examines
the existence of 'scientific' objectivity and points to the many biases that permeate
approaches to social problems.
Hammond, Phillip D. (Ed.) (1964). Sociologists at Work: The Craft of Social
Research. Basic Books: New York. The text critiques standard literature on research
theory and methods in sociology. Specifically, the text acknowledges why these
discussions omit questions such as why investigators undertake their research, what
happens when 'researchers' plans don't work out, and how the researcher copes with
'disastrous' research. Contributors recount the history of their own research projects.

Kirby, Sandra & McKenna, Kate (1998). Experience Research Social Change:
Methods From the Margins. (3 copies). Garamond Press: Toronto. This text is a
research guide. It differs from other research guides in that the methods described
are based on the belief that researchers must include personal experience and
understanding as part their research processes.
Marshall, Catherine & Rossman, Gretchen (1995, 1996). Designing Qualitative
Research, 2nd & 3rd editions. Sage: London. This text addresses framing the
research question/designing the research/data collection methods/managing
resources/etc. The text offers systematic guidance in the conceptual processes and
methodological strategies for developing sound, defensible proposals for qualitative
research. It features discussions on the critical traditions within qualitative inquiry,
showing how this critique expands the scope of possible research strategies;
conceptualizations of researchers' roles; and possibilities for more collaborative ways
of doing qualitative research. A chapter organization highlights the important topics
of data collection methods, data management and analysis, and resource allocation
decisions.
Morse, Janice M. (Ed.) (1994). Critical Issues in Qualitative Research Methods.
Sage Publications: California. 1994. A collection of essays and discussions on issues
regarding qualitative research, and the challenges, dilemmas and problems
researchers face in doing the research and presenting it. The writers clarify
theoretical, epistemological, and methodological issues in qualitative research.
Phillips, Bernard S. (1966). Social Research: Strategy and Tactics. The Macmillan
Company: New York. A howto guide to sociological inquiry.
Phillips, Derek (1971). Knowledge From What?: Theories and Methods in
Social Research. Rand McNally: Chicago. This text raises many questions about the
'objectivity' of sociological research. The author expresses dissatisfaction with
contemporary sociological research.
Sanders, William B. (Ed.) (1974). The Sociologist as Detective: An Introduction
to Research Methods. Praeger Publishers: New York. This book demonstrates the
parallels between the sociological researcher and the detective. The four sections of
the book deal with the interview, the survey, ethnography, and content analysis.
Each section is supplemented with a relevant reading. The book combines an
introduction to research, descriptions of several methods, examples of each method
in use, and exercises requiring application of the methods in new situations. This text
is geared towards the beginning student research.
Schwandt, Thomas A. (1997). Qualitative Inquiry: A Dictionary of Terms. Sage:
London. Guide to the terms and phrases that help shape the nature, purpose, logic,
meaning, and methods of qualitative inquiry. Intended as a reference for this
vocabulary, this book considers the key concepts and issues that help shape the
field. The focus is primarily on philosophical and methodological concepts rather than
on technical aspects.
Silverman, David (Ed.) (1997). Qualitative Research: Theory, Method and
Practice. Sage: London. Introduction to some of the practicalities of qualitative
research for a research degree. Thus much of the book is about research

management and structuring a thesis, issues which are relatively uncommon in
books on qualitative research.
Strauss, Anselm & Corbin, Juliet (1998). Basics of Qualitative Research:
Techniques and Procedures for Developing Grounded Theory. Sage. Provides
qualitative researchers with the tools needed to begin a qualitative research project.
While primarily directed at those interested in grounded theory, suggestions,
language, and methods that could be used in a variety of qualitative research
projects are included.
Thomlinson, Ralph (1965). Sociological Concepts and Research: Acquisition,
Analysis and Interpretation of Social Information. Random House: New York.

RACE
Anderson, Margaret and HillCollins, Patricia (1992). Race, Class and Gender: An
Anthology. Wadsworth Publishing Company: California. This text includes sixtynine
interdisciplinary readings. The authors provide articles that show how race, class,
and gender shape people's experiences. The book provides conceptual grounding in
understanding race, class, and gender and provides articles on social issues such as
welfare reform, affirmative action, poverty, immigration, and racism.
ClarkHine, Darlene, King, Wilma and Reed, Linda (1995). We Specialize in the
Wholly Impossible. Carlson Publishing: Brooklyn. This volume traces black
women's experience throughout history and across classes and continents. Divided
into six sections, with over thirty essays, this text covers a range of topics dealing
with black women.
Frahenberg, Ruth (1993). The Social Construction of Whiteness: White
Woman, Race Matters. University of Minnesota Press: Minneapolis. The author
interviews 30 white women to gain their perspectives on racism and how it affected
their lives. She uses a gender/race combination as the primary critical qualifier in her
interviewee selection process.
HillCollins, Patricia (2000). Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge,
Consciousness and the Politics of Empowerment. Routledge: New York. This
text discusses critical issues in Black feminist thought and is an account of the social
construction of Black feminist thought.
Hooks, bell (1990). Yearning: Race, Gender and Cultural Politics. Between the
Lines: London. This collection of essays highlights debates on postmodern theory,
cultural criticism, and the politics of race and gender. While hooks values
postmodern insights, she warns that the infatuation with 'difference discourse'
threatens to detach focus from the struggle against racism, sexism, and cultural
imperialism.
James, Carl E. and Shadd, Adrienne (Eds.) (2001). Talking about Identity:
Encounters in Race, Ethnicity, and Language. Between the Lines: Toronto. This
text explores issues of identity and culture in Canada.
Mama, Amina (1995). Beyond the Masks: Race, Gender and Subjectivity.
Routledge: London. This book explores the role of power relations in the production
of academic discourse. The author examines the history of imperial psychology, and
the way in which the discipline has propagated racism.
Ng, Roxana, Staton, Pat, & Scane, Joyce (1995). AntiRacism, Feminism and
Critical Approaches. OISE press: Toronto. Writers address educational issues
relevant to Aboriginal peoples, people of colour, and people of religious minorities.
The writers address multiple and contradictory subjectivity's of teachers and learners
on the basis of race, gender, class, religion, ethnicity, age, and ability. The book
maintains that there has not been sufficient dialogue between various forms of
critical approaches to education, especially multicultural/antiracist education,
feminist pedagogy, and critical pedagogy.

Smith, Barbara (Ed.) (1983). Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology. Rutgers
University Press: New Jersey. This text provides writings on various topics by thirty
two Black feminist and lesbian activists.
Walcott, Rinaldo (1997). Black Like Who? Insomniac Press: Toronto. A study of
black Canadian culture with a focus on hiphop, film, literature, social unrest, sports,
and the electronic media. The author outlines the role of black Canadians in building
and defining Canada.
West, Cornell (1993). Race Matters. Beacon: Boston. The author addresses some of
today's most urgent issues for black Americans.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
BenDavid, Joseph (1971). The Scientist's Role in Society: A Comparative
Study. PrenticeHall Inc.: New Jersey. This book describes the emergence and the
development of the social role of the scientist and of the organization of scientific
work. This subject is treated from a historical and comparative perspective.
Gaston, Jerry (Ed.) (1978). Sociological Inquiry: The Sociology of Science. v.
48 (34). University of Illinois: Illinois. A quarterly publication of the National
Sociology Honor Society. Focus of this volume is problems, approaches and research
of the sociology of science.
Glasser, Barney G. (1964). Organizational Scientists: Their Professional
Careers. The BobbsMerill Company Inc.: New York. A look at scientist and their
work, how others see it and what importance it has.
Hirsch, Walter (1968). Scientists in American Society. Random House: New York.
A sociological study in occupations and professions focused on scientists.
Koestler, Arthur (1963). The Sleepwalkers: A History of Man's Changing Vision
of the Universe. Grosset & Dunlap: New York. An account of those whose
discoveries led to a radical reformulation of people's vision of the universe. The
author provides insight into the psychological process of scientific discovery.
Marcuse, Herbert (1962). Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical Inquiry into
Freud. Vintage Books: New York.
Mullins, Nicholas C. (1973). Science: Some Sociological Perspectives. Bobbs
Merrill Company Inc.: Indianapolis ;New York. A brief overview and introduction into
the sociology of science and it's many components.
Nelson, William R. (Ed.) (1968). The Politics of Science: Readings in Science,
Technology and Government. Oxford University Press: New York.
Nieburg, H.L. (1966). In the Name of Science. Quadrangle Books: Chicago. A
report on the militaryindustrial complex in America  the Contract State. A
dissection of government power, national resources, and economic activity.
Orlans, Harold (Ed.) (1969). Science Policy and the University. The Brookings
Institute: Washington. Discussion of scientific research, it's importance and
University policies and funding to continue research. Comes out of a discussion held
by the contributors on the governmentuniversity relationship and science affairs.
Price, Don K. (1967). The Scientific Estate. The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press: Massachusetts. The author discusses the role of science and
technology in society and their relationship to freedom and other political issues.
Siu, R.G.H. (1957). The Tao of Science. MIT Press: Cambridge. A classic essay on
Western knowledge and Eastern wisdom.

Storer, Norman W. (1966). The Social System of Science. Holt, Rinehart and
Wilson: New York. A book on the sociology of science.
Walker, Charles R. (1968). Technology, Industry, and Man: The Age of
Acceleration. McGrawHill: New York. A view of the impact of massive technological
revolutions leading up to the late 1960's. A social commentary on the machine age
and the growing use of technologies.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Allock, J. E., Carment, D. W. and Sadarci, S. W. (1998). A Textbook of Social
Psychology, 4th edition. Prentice Hall: Scarborough. This text is an introductory
guide to Social Psychology. It includes the following sections: Research Methods,
Understanding the Social World, Influencing Others, Friends and Enemies, People in
Groups, and Social Psychology in Action. Each of these sections includes relevant
chapters.
Baron, Robert, Byrnne, Donn and Watson, Gillian (1997). Exploring Social
Psychology, 2nd edition. Allyn and Bacon: Scarborough. An introductory text
addressing fundamental issues in social psychology. The text focuses on issues
relevant in Canadian society.
Burn, Shawn Meghan (1996). The Social Psychology of Gender. McGraw Hill: New
York. This text explores issues of gender and society by examining research
evidence. It focuses on the role of social norms in the creation and perception of
gender differences, how traditional gender roles are limiting to both men and
women, and how we perceive gender differences to be much larger than the data
justify. This book is intended as a readable guide to the research literature about the
social influences on gender.
Charon, Joel M. (1998). Symbolic Interactionism: An Introduction, An
Interpretation, An Integration. Prentice Hall: New Jersey. Using a unique step
bystep, integrated approach, this text outlines the basic concepts of symbolic
interactionism. Each chapter examines a single concept, but relates that concept to
the whole perspective and to other concepts in the perspective.
Edwards, Derek and Potter, Jonathan (1992). Discursive Psychology. Sage
Publications: London. This text introduces the key elements of a discursive approach
to psychology.
Henriques, J., Hollway, W., Urwin, C. and Walkerdine, V. (1998). Changing the
Subject: Psychology, Social Regulation and Subjectivity. Routledge. Critique of
traditional psychology in which the foundations of critical and feminist psychology are
laid down.
Miell, Dorothy, Sapsford, Roger, Still, Arthur, Stevens, Richard and Wetherell,
Margaret (1998). Theory and Social Psychology. Sage: London. This book
presents a broad overview of the key issues that underpin the many disciplines of
social psychology from its' historical origin to the range and diversity of
contemporary debates. Major questions explored include the nature of science and
'psychology as science', descriptive, emancipatory and critical theories and the
different ways in which social psychology is applied in the social and political world.
This text will introduce students to the important debates around what constitutes
valid argument and research in social psychology, its aims, scope and subject
matter, and the degree to which social psychology is itself a social institution and a
part of the network of social regulation and definition.
Potter, Jonathan & Wetherell, Margaret (1987). Discourse and Social Psychology:
Beyond Attitudes and Behaviour. The Open University: London. The authors
examine the theoretical roots of discourse analysis, ethnomethodology and semiotics

and provide an overview of the perspectives on discourse analysis and its utility in
studying attitudes. Includes an exhaustive bibliography of all relevant literature.
Smith, Johnathon A., Harré, Rom & Langenhove, Luk Van (1996). Rethinking
Methods in Psychology. Sage: London. This book introduces key research methods
that challenge psychology's traditional preoccupation with "scientific" experiments.
The widescale rejection of conventional theory and method has led to the revolution
of different ways to gather and analyze data. The intent of Rethinking Methods is
to provide a wellstructured guide to key effective methods, which not only contain
the classic qualitative approaches but also offer a reworking of quantitative methods
to suit the changing picture of psychological research today.
Wetherell, Margaret (1996). Identities, Groups and Social Issues. The Open
University: London. Wetherell provides an overview of social psychological research
on groups, the development of social identity, intergroup relations and the process of
making sense of social life. Developed as a course text, the content of this book is
easily accessible, and has a broad focus, drawing on psychoanalysis, social theory,
discourse analysis and feminist writing.

SOCIOLOGICAL TEXTS
Berger, Peter & Luckman, Thomas (1967). The Social Construction of Reality: A
Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge. Anchor Books: New York. This book
reformulates the sociological subdiscipline known as the sociology of knowledge.
Knowledge is presented as more than ideology, including, as well, false
consciousness, propaganda, science and art.
Bottomore, TB (1962). Sociology: a Guide to Problems and Literature. Unwin
University Books: London. A general text book on sociology.
Chinoy, Ely and Hewitt, John P. (1975). Sociological Perspective 3rd ed. Random
House: Toronto. A history of sociology and the competing schools of thought and
approaches to sociology.
Chinoy, Ely and Hewitt, John P. (1968). Sociological Perspective 2nd ed. Random
House: Toronto. A history of sociology and the competing schools of thought and
approaches to sociology.
Coser, Lewis (1956). The Functions of Social Conflict. The Free Press: New York.
This text assesses the positive values of conflict for society. The author reveals how
conflicts fulfill social functions and is critical of the view that conflict is dysfunctional.
The author discusses conflict in relation to other social theories.
Coulson, Margaret A. and Riddell, Davide S. (1970). Approaching Sociology: A
Critical Introduction. Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd.: London.
Dahrendorf, Ralf (1975). The New Liberty. Routledge: London. This book analyzes
economic problems in society. Topics include growth, inflation and development, the
complex nature of organizations, and the problems of political representation. The
author insists the solution to such problems must be qualitative rather than
quantitative, moral rather than technical. The author also addresses the question of
how we are to live.
Gouldner, Alvin W. (1970). Crisis of Western Sociology. Equinox: New York. In
this text the author discusses western Sociology. Gouldner argues that sociologists
can never be purely 'valuefree' in their work and are necessarily political and
ideological.
Green, Bryan S. R., Johns, Edward A. (1966). An Introduction to Sociology.
Pergamon Press: Oxford. Sociology book written for first year students in sociology
courses. Offers an introduction to theoretical approaches and concepts.
Henslin, James M. (1976). Down to Earth Sociology: Introductory Readings
2nd edition. The Free Press: New York. This book includes various selections geared
toward introducing sociological concepts and writers to the reader.
Jones, Greta (1980). Social Darwinism and English Thought: The Interaction
Between Biological and Social Theory. Harvester Press: Sussex. This book is an
attempt to construct a philosophical theory of revolution and revolutionary change.
In this book, the work of Kuhn, Popper, Lakatos and Feyerabend is evaluated and

their framework is exposed and rejected. The book defends a structuralist approach
to the problem of revolutionary change.
Kanter, Rosabeth Moss (1977). Men and Women of the Corporation. Basic Books:
New York. This book is a seminal analysis of social organization. The author
examines how particular social structures contain or create opportunities for people.
Mackirdy, K.A., Moir, J.S. and Zoltvany, Y.F. (1971). Changing Perspectives in
Canadian History: Selected Problems. J.M. Dent and Sons: Ontario. This text is
supplementary to Canadian history texts, bringing in elements of conflict present in
all history.
Merton, Robert, Broom, Leonard and Cottrell, Jr., Leonard S. (Eds.) (1959).
Sociology Today: Problems and Prospects. Harper and Row Publishers: New
York. A collection of writings on selected sociological topics.
Montagu, Ashley (1962). The Humanization of Man: Our Changing Conception
of Human Nature. Grove Press Inc.: New York. This book offers insight into the
nature of society, of the individual, and of their interaction.
Nisbet, Robert (1976). Sociology as Art Form. Oxford University Press: London.
The author argues that sociology is an 'art form'. Nisbet outlines how sociology is
connected to other forms of fine arts through an assessment of their connection in
history.
Riesman, David (1950). The Lonely Crowd. Yale University Press: New Haven and
London. This text analyses the "new middle class" and the understanding of the
psychological, political, and economic problems that confront the individual in
contemporary American society.
Robertson, Roland (1972). The Sociological Interpretation of Religion. Basil
Blackwell: Oxford. This text traces the development of the study of religion in
sociology and relates this to contemporary theological debates about the significance
of religion in the modern world. This book attempts to bring together all of the major
analytic problems involved in the sociological study of religious phenomena.
Schumpeter, Joseph A. (1942). Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy. Harper
and Row: New York. The author discusses the political issues during W.W.II.
Smith, Michael, McLoughlin, Jane, Large, Peter and Chapman, Rod (1985). Asia's
New Industrial World. Methuen and Co. Ltd.: London. This text assesses first hand
the growing power and influence of four key corners of the Far East  Japan, South
Korea, Singapore and Indonesia. An introduction to the New Industrial world.
Sorokin, Pitrim (1970, 2nd Edition). Social and Cultural Dynamics: A Study of
Changes in Major Systems of Art, Truth, Ethics, Law and Social
Relationships. Porter Sargent: Boston. This text is a survey of change in major
systems of art, truth, ethics, law and social relationships throughout history. The
author analyzes the trends and events that have influenced society.

Sorokin, Pitrim (1941). The Crisis of Our Age. E.P.Dutton and Co.: New York. This
text addresses the nature, causes and consequences of today's 'crisis' of social
transition and engages in a close scrutiny of contemporary culture.
Tawney, R.H. (1954). Religion and the Rise of Capitalism. Mentor: New York. The
text addresses the question: How has religion affected social and economic
practices? The author traces the influence of religious thought on social and
economic development since the Middle Ages and explains the relationship between
religion today and our modern capitalistic system.
Worsley, Peter (Ed.) (1970). Modern Sociology: Introductory Readings. Penguin
Books Ltd.: Middlesex. A collection of the most prominent modern sociological works.
Worsley, Peter (1970). Introducing Sociology. Penguin Books Ltd.: England. This
book is a general introduction to sociological ideas and practice.

WORK AND ORGANIZATIONS
Bender, Frederic L. (Ed.) (1988). Karl Marx: The Communist Manifesto. W.W
Norton & Company: New York. This edition includes an historical and philosophical
introduction as well as an annotated text of the Manifesto.
Farson, Richard (1996). Management of the Absurd: Paradoxes in Leadership.
Simon & Schuster: New York. A discussion on the paradoxes of communication,
politics of management, and dilemmas of change while exploring relationships within
organizations. This book is offered as help for managers, and a new perspective on
challenges in relationships.
Giddens, Anthony (1971). Capitalism and Modern Social Theory: An Analysis of
the Writings of Marx, Durkheim and Max Weber. Cambridge University Press:
New York. This book analyzes the three writers and their contributions to
contemporary sociology.
Pelz, Donald C. and Andrews, Frank M. (1966). Scientists in Organizations:
Productive Climates for Research and Development. John Wiley and Sons: New
York. A book about the effects of organization on the work of it's members with a
focus on engineers, scientists and the scientific community.
Tucker, Robert C. (Ed.) (1978). The MarxEngels Reader 2nd Edition. W. W
Norton & Company: New York. This book provides the essential readings of Marx and
Engels. The book is arranged to show the chronological and thematic development of
Marx and Engels.
Weber, Max (1958). The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.
Introduction by Anthony Giddens. George Allen & Unwin Ltd.: New York. A study
of the psychological conditions which made possible the development of capitalist
civilization.

WOMEN'S HEALTH
Alexander, Linda Lewis, LaRosa, Judith H. and Bader, Helaine (2001). New
Dimensions in Women's Health 2nd ed. Jones and Bartlett Publishers: Sudbury.
This text is a comprehensive overview of all major dimensions of women's health. It
provides various perspectives such as historical, epidemiological, sociocultural and
clinical issues for each topic.
Weed, Susan (1996). Breast Cancer? Breast Health!: The Wise Woman Way.
Ash Tree publishing: New York. This book is a guide for women regarding breast
health and cancer.

WRITING STYLE GUIDES/THE CRAFT OF WRITING
American Psychological Association (1999). Publication Manual of the American
Psychological Association, 4th edition. This text is a style manual for students of
the social sciences. New features of this edition include current technological tools
and on contemporary language issues and publishing standards.
Booth, Wayne, Colomb, Gregory G. & Williams, Joseph M. (1995). The Craft of
Research. University of Chicago Press: Chicago. Part of the Chicago Guides to
Writing, Editing, and Publishing Series, this book explains how to approach a
research project as an analytical process. Different stages of research are outlined.
Advice is designed for use by both beginners and seasoned practitioners, and for
projects from class papers to dissertations.
Cuba, Lee J. (1988). A Short Guide to Writing About Social Science. Scott:
Illinois. This book is a guide to collecting empirical data and presenting the final
research results. Topics covered include: reviews of social science literature, library
research papers, oral presentations, written exams, manuscript form and revising,
and avoiding plagiarism, jargon, and sexist language in writing.
Eddy, Sandra E. (1991). The First Book of Q and A. Sams: Indiana. This book
teaches the fundamentals of the business package Q and A, the highperformance
integrated database and word processing package. Stepbystep lessons guide
readers through the software's applications.
Gibaldi, Joseph and Lindenberger, Herbert (1998). MLA Style Manual and Guide
to Scholarly Publishing (2nd ed.). Published by the Modern Language Association,
book provides the complete guide to the MLA style. It discusses publishing and
legality as well as basics of writing and source citations.
Giltrow, Janet (1999). Academic Writing: Writing and Reading Across the
Disciplines ( 2nd ed.). Broadview Press: Peterborough. Ont. Drawing on theory,
especially genre theory, this book uses Examples of actual academic writing of the
sort that students must learn to deal with daily, and to write themselves. Academic
Writing attempts to demystify the scholarly genres, shedding light on their
discursive conventions and on academic reader's expectations and values. The book
also offers exercises to develop techniques for working productively at each stage of
the scholarly writing process; mastering and summarizing difficult scholarly sources;
planning; and revising to create good 'working conditions' for the reader.
Hart, Chris (1998). Doing a Literature Review: Releasing the Social Science
Research Imagination. Sage: London. A researcher's guide to researching,
preparing and writing a literature review.
Hooks, bell (1996). Remembered Rapture: The Writer at Work. Henry Holt and
Co: New York. A collection of essays celebrating writing.
Johnson Jr., William A., Retting, Richard P., Scott, Gregory M., & Garrison, Stephen
M. (1998). The Sociology Student Writer's Manual. Prentice Hall: New Jersey. A
writing guide for both introductory sociology students and advanced graduate
student writers.

Lucy, Beth (1995). Handbook for Academic Authors. (3rd ed.). Chicago
University Press: Chicago. The author explains how to choose a publisher and how to
present a proposal. The book also advises readers on how to revise dissertations for
publication, writing and submitting journal articles, and planning, writing and
publishing the scholarly book.
Rhodes, Richard (1995). How to Write: Advice and Reflections. Quill: New York.
The author addresses issues writers are most afraid to articulate. This text is also a
memoir of the author.
Richardson, Laurel (1990). Writing Strategies Researching Diverse Audiences.
QRMS, # 21. Sage: London. Intended for both experienced and novice researchers,
the first part of the book, "Theoretical Issues" discusses contemporary writing issues.
The second part, "Practical Solutions" discusses the author's personal writing
decisions. The text links contemporary theoretical issues about writing with practical
strategies for writing for different audiences.
Sociology Writing Group (1986). A Guide to Writing Sociology Papers. St.
Martin's Press: New York. This book is a "how to" manual for undergraduate writers
of sociology.
Strunk Jr., William, White, E. B., Osgood, Charles, and Angel, Roger (4th ed., 2000,
1979). The Elements of Style. Allyn & Bacon: Boston. Basic rules of grammar.
Taylor, Karen (1996). Writing Academic Reviews: An Academic Survival Guide.
The Trent University Academic Skills Center: Peterborough. This is a short guide to
writing academic reviews.
Troyka, Lynn Quitman (2000). Quick Access Reference for Writers. Prentice Hall:
Scarborough. A guide for writer's who require quick access to specific writing
information.
University of Chicago Press (1983). The Chicago Manual of Style: The Essential
Guide for Writers, Editors, and Publishers. Guidelines for usage in punctuation,
documentation, foreign languages, indices, design, and typography.
Wolsott, Harry F. (1990). Writing Up Qualitative Research. Sage: London.
Drawing on his own authorial experience in exploring qualitative research at the
point of the writing process, the author discusses writing problems faced by social
researchers, novice and veteran, and aims to provide writers with a guide to making
good choices in their writing.

